Viasat Opens State-of-the-Art Network Operations Centre & Cyber Security Operations Centre in the
UK
March 30, 2021
Aldershot, UK facility will Give Customers Peace of Mind, Targets the Creation of over 75 New Jobs and Represents the Beginning of More than a
£300m Investment in UK Industries Tied to the Launch and Service Roll-out of the ViaSat-3 Constellation Aimed at Serving Europe, Middle East and
Africa
FARNBOROUGH, United Kingdom, March 30, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Viasat UK Ltd., a subsidiary of global communications company, Viasat Inc.,
(NASDAQ: VSAT), today announced the opening of its state-of-the-art Network Operations Centre (NOC) and Cyber Security Operations Centre
(CSOC) in Aldershot, UK. The facility will support defence, government and commercial organisations who rely on the guaranteed resilience of their
networks, and who are targeted by increasingly sophisticated cyberattacks from a growing number of adversaries. The NOC and CSOC represent the
beginning of a major investment in the UK prosperity and sovereignty agenda from Viasat, which includes targeting the creation of more than 75 new
highly-skilled network, analysis and cyber security roles, and more than £300m in UK-focused investment to support the launch and service roll-out of
the impending ViaSat-3 constellation over Europe, Middle East and Africa.
Acting as a global customer care centre, the NOC and CSOC offer customers monitoring, detection and network support to help ensure the overall
health of the network; identify potential issues or security threats; resolve those issues and threats in the shortest time possible; and confirm that any
threat resolution is successful.
"We are entering an era of rapidly changing threat environments, where both the enemies that organisations face and their methods of attack, have
taken on new and very dangerous forms," said Steve Beeching, managing director of Viasat UK. "From militaries, to governments, to critical national
infrastructure and the private sector, the network is one of an organisation's most precious resources, and as such a prime target for adversaries.
Constant vigilance against these ever developing threats can mean diverting resources from other priorities. Organisations need a partner who can
provide the support, understanding and responsibility needed to protect the network so that they can focus on their core mission. Viasat's secure
mobility, assured satellite communications, network and behavioural analytics experience, along with our drive to bring the best people, technology
and innovation to the forefront, make us perfectly suited to open, manage and grow an integrated NOC/CSOC."
The Viasat NOC and CSOC services are available to customers operating Viasat's cyber solutions or running over Viasat's global satellite network or
Managed Private Service. Viasat's NOC analysts monitor network health and load balancing 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year.
Viasat works closely with customers to determine their needs, develop security integration, optimise networks, provide monitoring structures and
escalation processes to suit the customer's mission. The NOC also provides always-available technical support and provisioning for the primary
network, terminals and user devices. Customers can have full confidence that Viasat will provide services and support customer operations to help
resolve network issues identified by the CSOC.
The CSOC itself builds on Viasat's decades of experience protecting both commercial networks and working closely with the Ministry of Defence, U.S.
Department of Defense, and allied forces worldwide to protect classified data. Viasat's integrated cybersecurity model processes more than 35
terabytes of metadata every day, including more than 2.4 billion events that the CSOC analyses across Viasat's network. This highly relevant,
actionable intelligence means Viasat can maintain a vigilant and watchful defence against some of the world's most advanced adversaries, deflecting
thousands of attacks on its global network every day.
"I was delighted when Viasat chose Aldershot to further its investment in the UK, and with its dedication to the UK prosperity agenda," said Leo
Docherty, Member of Parliament for Aldershot. "Technology changes rapidly, as do the threats we face. Our response in turn needs to be both rapid
and agile. To guarantee this, we need to look to the dynamism and creativity of private sector organisations such as Viasat. In partnership, we can
create and develop the new services that will keep the UK at the forefront of technology."
"The UK is an important market for Viasat. From the continued expansion of high-speed broadband services across the country, to the importance of
space and satellites as part of the nation's industrial strategy, we are committed to supporting the UK prosperity agenda," said Ken Peterman,
president, Government Systems, Viasat. "From helping develop sovereign technologies for the UK armed forces and Government; to investing in
high-tech industries such as space and AI; to offering ultra-fast satellite broadband from our future ViaSat-3 constellation; we are looking forward to
helping the UK meet its technological and industrial ambitions."
To learn more about the Viasat NOC and CSOC visit the link here.
About Viasat
Viasat is a global communications company that believes everyone and everything in the world can be connected. For more than 30 years, Viasat has
helped shape how consumers, businesses and governments around the world communicate. Today, the Company is developing the ultimate global
communications network to power high-quality, secure, affordable, fast connections to impact people's lives anywhere they are—on the ground, in the
air or at sea. To learn more about Viasat, visit: www.viasat.com, go to Viasat's Corporate Blog, or follow the Company on social media
at: Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter or YouTube.
Forward-Looking Statements
This press release contains forward-looking statements that are subject to the safe harbors created under the Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934. Forward-looking statements include statements that refer to the capabilities and availability of the NOC and CSOC, located in
Aldershot, UK, including the ability to support defence, government and commercial organisations from sophisticated cyber-attacks, as well as Viasat's
investment in the UK prosperity agenda, which includes the creation of more than 75 jobs, and more than £300m in investment in the UK. Readers are
cautioned that actual results could differ materially and adversely from those expressed in any forward-looking statements. Factors that could cause
actual results to differ include: risks associated with the operation of the ViaSat-3 satellite, including the effect of any anomaly, operational failure or

degradation in satellite performance; contractual problems, or other issues with our sales, fulfilment and support partner; product defects,
manufacturing issues or delays, regulatory issues, and technologies that do not perform according to expectations. In addition, please refer to the risk
factors contained in Viasat's SEC filings available at www.sec.gov, including Viasat's most recent Annual Report on Form 10-K and Quarterly Reports
on Form 10-Q. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on any forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date on which they
are made. Viasat undertakes no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements for any reason.
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